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I am reading the book Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief. It is a very good book. I

am planning to make Zeus's lightning bolt for my Fessy Con project. This project will be hard

but I will get through it and it will be amazing. This will be ready by Fessy con and it will have

some cool features like a limited edition one of a kind legendary “ Zeus The Lightning King,”

“Poseidon the God of water,” and “Hades the God of hell” cards. After I make the prop I will try

to make 3 of these cards and keep them in a safe place.

The way that I am going to share about my book is through the lightning bolt that Luke

stole from Zeus. That is the main reason why all of this happened in the first place. So I am

going to replace it with my own image. I am also going to be explaining when I present this to

Fessycon why I have made this and its purpose. Also with the cards I will be demonstrating what

the gods will look like with the lightning bolt in their possession. The reason for that is in the

book it explains how whoever has the Lightning bolt out of the big three Is the king of gods(has

the most power of all the gods). The cards will be one of a kind, and not available in any store. I

am going to need this list of things to accomplish my project 1.acses to the laser cutter 2. Acrylic

3. The fluf 4. Led lights 5. PVC pipes 6. Thing non erasable (Thick) color EXPO marker. 7.

Cards.



I think my project deserves a spot at Fessycon because I am going to work very hard on it

and it will take some time. I think that it also helps that I am going to have to fit all of this in a

pretty short period of time. I am putting one hundred percent into this project and I know that it

will turn out amazing. I will be the best by a mile. Also I am aware that there is going to be a

bumpy start but I know that I will get through it. It can also be to help inspire people in the

coming years to come up with their own ideas and their own projects like mine. Some people

might make the same thing and some might take some features from mine and get some new

ideas. I might be able to help other people with my experience in the cci and having almost all of

my license. It could also help me with my own projects. I will understand if my project does not

make it to Fessycon but it was the thought that counted in the first place. So I think my project

should be considered into Fessycon for all of my amazing reasons.


